ECO EDO Nihonbashi ART AQUARIUM 2018
--Edo, Coolness of Kyungo-- & Night Aquarium

- 7/6 (Fri) - 9/24 (Mon)
- Nihonbashi Mitsui Hall

* The entrance is on 1st Fl.

This exhibition combines art, design, and entertainment to create an aquatic wonderland. Fish, coral, and exotic other underwater critters come together to create a fantastic underwater exhibition using Japanese motifs, fitting into this year's theme of "Japan in Japan." Take a glimpse at the dazzling goldenfish and folding screens and enjoy the new captivating pieces on display.

ART AQUARIUM Summer Festival

- 7/20 (Fri) - 9/2 (Sun)
- Fukutoku Garden

Last year's immensely popular ART AQUARIUM Summer Festival once again makes its way to Nihonbashi! This year's festival activities include traditional Obon dances and goldfish scooping every weekend, giving you a chance to relax and enjoy the unique ambience of summer festival.

Giant Goldfish Lantern Display

- 7/6 (Fri) - 9/24 (Mon)
- Naka-dori Street

Between COREDO Muromachi 1 and 2

Take in the vibrant beauty of the Edo Period near Fukutoku Shrine with a gorgeous summer display! This year's display features a stunning walkway of summer lanterns and digital figures, lighting up the night with Japanese beauty in Nihonbashi.

Giant Goldfish Lanterns

Seasonal lanterns using a goldfish motif, with several larger lanterns reaching 1.8 meters on display line the street of Naka-dori Street, offering a sense of elegance and refinement.

Minamo Fireworks

This year's air display concept has transformed Naka-dori Street into a water scene with bursts of fireworks that can be seen reflected on the surface. Pair with the beautiful background music, it's as if you're gazing at a shimmering riverbank during a breathtaking fireworks show. Come experience this stylish Edo display during the cool of the summer evening!

Stroll around town in yukata!
Kyoraku TEI Yukata Station

- 8/3 (Fri) - 9/24 (Sun)
- 10:30am - 7:30pm on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays

*Advance reservations required

Kyoraku TEI (of COREDO Muromachi 3)

Yukata rental: ¥3,000 / Yukata rental & dressing: ¥5,000

Next-day yukata rental returns will incur a fee of 1,500 yen.

*Late returns accepted only on 8/3 (Fri), 14 (Sat), 21 (Sun), 28 (Fri), 11 (Sat), 18 (Sun), and 25 (Sat)

Professional fitters will help you put on summer yukata so you can look your best! Enjoy strolling around Nihonbashi in yukata. Includes fitting and rental.

Nihonbashi Information Center 03-3212-2354 every day 10:00am-7:00pm

Look for these icons on the map!
Goldfish Sweets & Bar Walk

- 7/6 (Fri) - 9/24 (Mon)

Participation period may vary depending on store.

Nihonbashi Area

A wide array of refreshing summer items with a goldfish motif will be offered at roughly 100 locations, including historical shops and restaurants as well as department stores in the area, allowing you to cool down and enjoy the summer as you eat and drink. This year we've introduced a new limited-time menu that runs through September. Use your Nihonbashi pamphlet to collect goldfish stickers with your menu purchases to enter a lottery for a chance to win a handsome prize!